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Cameron Calls In
The Landau Forte College mock
election, held last term became the
focus of national attention when we
hosted a visit from a very special guest.
The corridors of Landau were a hub of
activity. The cleaners were on overdrive
and the tutors were excitedly whispering
amongst themselves in a flurried frenzy.
Campaign posters were removed and the
College was beginning to look even more
‘spick and span’ than ever. This was all
because on Friday 30th April, David
Cameron had decided Landau Forte was
to receive a very special guest because
David Cameron had decided to visit the
College as part of his campaign trail.
To have such an important figure visiting
the College was amazing: not just for the

young Conservative mock election party,
but for everyone. A selected few got the
chance to direct questions to him, which
were well thought-out; they definitely
gave him food for thought!
The College featured on BBC News 24,
Sky and ITV later that day. Mr Cameron
chose our College to be the place for his
signing of the “contract between the
Conservative Party and you” pledge. Now
following the general election, the College
can proudly say we hosted a visit from
the Prime Minister.
As leader of the Conservative mock
election party, I had the pleasure of
meeting the man himself, along with the
other party members. For a few quite

dumbfounding minutes he talked to us
about Conservative policies, and we even
got a few pictures and handshakes.
It was made clear to the students that the
visit was about giving them the
opportunity to meet with such a high
profile figure: if the College had been
approached by Mr Brown or Mr Clegg we
would have been equally
accommodating.
Overall the day was a huge success. It
opened the eyes of all the students to
political and national issues; something
that I’m sure you’ll agree is becoming
ever harder to do!
Nicolle Horton, Year 12
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The Principal’s Comment
As the academic year comes to an end, we say
goodbye and good luck to a number of our students as
they move into further or higher education, or
employment. Thank you each and all for the
contribution you have made to the College and please
keep in touch. We look forward to celebrating your
examination successes in August.

maternity leave of Flavia Holding and Charlene Cresswell.
Speaking of which, we have celebrated a number of
‘additions’ to the Landau Forte family this year: Sarah
Jones, Natalie Siviter, Carol Noble, Amanda Quinn, Lauren
Kirby, Jenny Burton, Louise Harrison, Charlene Cresswell,
Richard Holroyd and Nick Harris all have valuable little
additions to their families!

We must also say goodbye and good luck to those staff
who are leaving us. Jacqueline John is retiring from
teaching, following 12 years of dedicated and loyal service
to the College. There have been many students and their
parents who have been supported by Mrs John during
this time and many staff whom she has supported,
including myself! On behalf of us all, I record our sincere
thanks. Mrs John has kindly agreed to support the
College visit to China in October; another example of her
dedication to duty. During her time as Director of Studies
for Languages a real success has been in the
development of our China project. Mandarin Chinese is
now taught to students in Key Stages 3 and 4 and this
year, for the first time, to Year 5 children from one of our
local feeder primary schools. Our students have benefited
from the exchange with our partner schools in Shanghai
and Jin Hua as 8 Chinese teachers have now visited and
taught at the College. It is therefore appropriate to wish
upon Jacqui “Ping an ru yi”: peace and may every wish
come true. However, in recognition of all of the languages
taught at the College over Mrs John’s Directorship I
should also say: “Alles Gute!”, “¡Hasta la vista y buena
suerte!” and of course, “Au revoir et bonne chance!”

Chris Wright has rejoined the team and takes up his post
as Director of Learning for Technology in August. Julie
Grant, currently Director of Studies for Post 16 also takes
up her new post as Vice Principal.
This year we have continued to focus on effective learning
and we have seen some exciting developments to
support our drive to further improve our core activities. We
now have a team of staff and student learning coaches
who are working across the College within and between
all curriculum areas. Our drive for further improvement in
all that we do continues apace and in supporting this we
are mid-way through the ICT upgrade which has included
an upgrade of all PCs, the installation of Community
Connect 4 and Windows 7. Our restaurant has been
refurbished and renamed 'Food For Thought' and there will
be further refurbishment works carried out over the
summer break. Our Site and Building Team are
committed to providing the very best for our students and
are invaluable, as are our Support Staff, across the
College. Together with the Tutorial Staff they make up a
formidable team of people whose energy, passion and
commitment to young people never ceases to amaze me.

Carol McKenzie leaves us after 11 years teaching within
ICT and a role co-ordinating Vocational ICT. Carol started
her teaching career at the College and was, in fact, a
student teacher here. She is moving to another local
school where I am certain she will continue to win over
students with her inimitable sense of humour.

2009-10 has been a very special and significant year, not
least for me with my appointment as Principal of the
College. We look forward to the opening of Landau Forte
Academy, Tamworth and wish Diane Pickering as Principal
and all of the staff and students of the Academy the very
best for what I know will be a very successful future.

Peter Butler is moving to work at the Kingsmead School,
following his 6 years as Tutor and Curriculum Leader for
Religious Education. Pete and I (and many others) have
had some very stimulating discussions over the years and
we will miss his thoughtful and incisive comments!

Finally, my sincere thanks go to the
students, parents, governors and
friends of Landau Forte College
for their tireless support. I look
forward to welcoming our new
students to Year 7 and Year
12: new faces, new people;
same place, same mission!

Katie Fitchett, from Business Studies will also be leaving
us after 5 years. Katie has some exciting plans for her
future which include world travel and we wish her well.
Katie was of course a student at the College and perhaps
after another few years away she will again return!
Welcome to the team to our new staff: Ryan Bathew and
Pui Kei Sung, Mathematics; Rebekah Cumberbatch and
Rebecca Sinclair, ICT; Jonathan Rodrigruez, Religious
Education and Tracy Fazekas, Business Studies. We also
welcome some temporary tutors: Christina Sanjurjo,
Spanish and Natalie Koromila, Dance to cover the
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A Political Battle!
Our mock election, which I had the privilege of
co-ordinating, was a huge success, thanks to the fantastic
commitment shown by the students who chose to stand
for the three main parties and also the huge interest
shown by the wider student body. Staff support was also
key, with special thanks to Miss Grant, Mr Dobson and Mr
Tabiner for managing the student election campaigns. It
was a process which saw many firsts for the College: the
first visit by prospective parliamentary candidates from all
three parties, the first live broadcast to tutor groups, the
first live radio interview with student party leaders and the
first visit by an eventual Prime Minister. The turnout was
just above 60%: in line with the national situation,
however, no coalition negotiations were needed here, with
the Liberal Democrats winning a resounding majority.

Matthew Arran
(leader of the Liberal Democrat mock election party):
“If one thing can be relied upon to stimulate discussion, it
is politics, and the Landau Forte mock election was no
exception. From the first announcement of the ballot, debate
sprang up among Post 16 students, spreading to younger
students as the campaign intensity increased. The College’s
party representatives were queried on policy details in the
corridors, and when the candidates for the Derby North
constituency visited, they were faced with difficult questions
from Post 16 students. On election day, they showed
themselves unswayed by populist rhetoric or by political
spin, standing up for the policies in which they believed.”
Christopher Arran
(leader of the Labour mock election party):
“I must admit to being cynical when I first heard of the
Landau Forte mock election. If professional politicians can't
get tax-payers interested in politics, what hope do we have
with teenagers? I thought. We were, however, determined to

make an effort, and representing the three main parties we
visited tutor groups, put up posters and made political
broadcasts and speeches. Bit by bit, I saw people who I'd
never have imagined pick up the debate, make up their own
minds, and become passionate about the party and policies
they believed in. I think I speak for everyone when I say that
whatever the result of both elections, we enjoyed taking
part greatly.”

Jeremy Mitchell, Year 7:
“This year Landau Forte College held its own mock
election running alongside the real one. It was meant to
give the students a taste of politics and featured local
parliamentary candidates taking part in a debate in
College which was broadcast live to all tutor groups. Each
party had a group of Post 16s trying to persuade fellow
students to vote for them. They all gave a 5 minute
presentation in Gathering. In the end, the College election
results were counted and the Liberal Democrats smashed
the other two parties out of the ball park, making the result
a lot different to the real election.”
Ellie Spare, Year 8:
“The day David Cameron visited College was both exciting
and eventful as it’s not every day you get the opportunity to
meet someone in the running to be Prime Minister of our
country. It gave us a great insight into politics and what
some of the Conservative policies mean for people
our age. Many students were lucky enough to greet
David Cameron as he entered College and others
were able to watch the live link from the upper
mall on BBC News in their tutor bases. All round,
it was a day the students and staff at Landau
won’t forget.”
J Calow

Liz Coffey
Principal

R Normanshaw
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Ski Spectacular!
Every year, a team of tutors plan and successfully run
a ski trip which any student can enjoy. The ski trip
usually starts in late February through to early March,
in the first week of the March holiday, and costs
around £800. It is a worthwhile experience which
anyone can try as it gives you the chance to learn
how to ski/snowboard in Pila, Italy!
The holiday is a fun packed adventure:

Channel Charity Challenge
Last year I completed my 21 Mile Channel Swim at
Victoria Park Leisure Centre, home of Ilkeston
Swimming Club. I successfully swam the distance in
the set period of 12 weeks in my 1 hour Saturday
morning session where I had to swim 118 lengths
continuously during that time.
I swam for my charity, Cancer Research UK, and have
successfully raised £1,025.60 which has been split
three equal ways in the area of prostate, breast and
brain cancer research.
Firstly, I would like to thank my Mum, Dad and brother
for their continuous support during my challenge as it
would not have been possible without their input and
assistance. I would also like to thank my coaching
staff at my club for the restructuring of the training
sessions to facilitate my needs in order to complete
my swim. However, my main
motivation to complete my mission
was my Grandad who at the time
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had prostate cancer. He was a big inspiration to me
and my family. He took great interest in my swimming
and fundraising for cancer and would always take any
opportunity to help me if he could. Unfortunately my
Grandad passed away last year, and this alongside
memories of my Grandmother who passed away from
breast cancer when I was two years old, encouraged
me to complete my swim. My Nanny who contracted a
cancerous brain tumour earlier this year, sadly passed
away from the cancer.
Finally, I want to thank everyone who sponsored,
encouraged and helped me because I really
appreciate your support and I know that my
grandparents would too.

It all starts with the exciting journey to Italy, which
includes sitting on a coach for 24 hours! However you
do get breaks and also get to go on a ferry where you
have lots of free time. Make sure you remember to
bring books and magazines!

evening of the holiday there is a new, fun activity for you
to do such as: pizza night, swimming, disco, ice skating
and the awards evening where you get presented a
certificate for your achievements.
During the whole visit there are many new experiences
for you to try and the opportunity to learn an extreme
sport. People from every year group go and so it’s also
a great chance to make new friends! Going skiing is
one of the best things I have chosen to do and I
recommend the visit to everyone.
Charlotte Allseybrook, Year 10

Once you have arrived in Italy, you go for a boot fitting
and also get shown where to go on each day of the ski
trip. You also get the chance to meet your holiday coordinator who will help you to solve any problems you
might have and makes sure you have a great time.
After this you move on to your hotel where you can
freshen up after the hard journey! This is where most
the fun begins. The next 5 or 6 days you spend around
the hotel and on Pila, where there is always something
exciting to do.
Everyday on the slopes you meet your instructor who
teaches you new skills and tricks which will help you to
learn to ski/snowboard more easily. Then during each

Dare to reach out your hand into the darkness, to pull
another hand into the light ~ Norman B. Rice
Robert Hudson, Year 13
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A Mathematical Challenge

Engineering The Future

Last term, myself, three other students and Mrs Pioli, travelled to Grace Dieu Manor School to take part in the UK
Maths Team Challenge. Abbie Woodward (Year 9), David Hutchinson (Year 9), Reece Limbert (Year 8) and Chris
Gainey (Year 8) spent several weeks training for the competition with Mr Frankenburg before taking part. We
competed against 19 other schools, taking part in four different rounds of very challenging maths.

On the 21st April our team went to Loughborough
University for a ‘Celebration and Assessment Day’.
This marked the completion of a six month engineering
project, which we were about to be assessed on. Our
team consisted of four Year 12 students: Charlotte
Edwards, Ben Moore, Elisha Nyakabau and
Rangarajan Ramesh.

The first round was a set of ten questions which we had 40 minutes to answer as a group. The second was the
crossnumber round. This round was like a crossword, but with numbers instead of words. We split into pairs and one
pair had the across clues and the other pair had the down clues. The pairs were not allowed to communicate with
each other unless through the teacher.
The third and fourth tasks took place after lunch. For both we were split into pairs again. In the third round we were
competing head to head against another school to see who was the fastest. One pair was given a question to answer,
then the second pair would need the answer to answer their own question.
The fourth and final round was the relay race. Each pair was split up and the first pair would be given a question to
answer which they would then take to their allocated teacher. If the answer was wrong they would be sent back; if
they were right then they were given the next question for the other pair.
I think that as a team we performed really well and we had lots of fun on the day. It was a personal achievement for all
four of us to be on the team and as a College I think we did really well. We owe a lot to Mr Frankenburg who prepared
us for the event, and was an amazing tutor. We also need to thank Mrs Pioli for taking us. We had a great time.
Abigail Woodward, Year 9

Bombardier is designing a new fleet of trains, and needed
to solve the problem of how to cool the main motor. We
started by spending an afternoon at Bombardier looking
around their site and talking to engineers about the project.
Then, in December, we spent 3 days on a residential visit to
Loughborough University where we were able to use their
workshops to make a full size model of the cooling system.
This was over 20 feet long, and so was quite a challenge!
Finally, in preparation for the assessment day, we then
produced a project report showing the planning, designing,
making and testing that had gone on since September.
The day itself was a little nerve wracking, as we had to
deliver a presentation to a panel of senior engineers. We
were also assessed on our report and a display stand we
had designed. We got lots of positive feedback on the
day, and scored highly in all areas! At the end we were
presented with our certificates, and have received a
CREST gold award reflecting over 100 hours of work that

each of
us put
into the
project.
The project
gave us many
valuable experiences
from being
interviewed, learning
how to work as a
team and plan a
project, to the
privilege of working
every week with senior
engineers from Bombardier. If you
would like to work with engineers on a real problem in the
world of Science and Engineering, while gaining lots of new
skills, then maybe the scheme is for you!
Rangarajan Ramesh, Year 12

Go4SET!
Year 9 students Sophie Mee-Bishop, Sam Hutchinson,
Ryan Hill, Tyler Stevens, Saffron Millington and Ross
Smith, successfully took part in the Go4SET scheme
which ran from November to March this year. The
scheme aims to encourage students’ interest and
knowledge of science in the real world and how they may
use science in the future. The students’ task was: they
had to design, make and test a device that would make
the College more energy efficient. They decided to utilise
the rain water that fell onto the roof to turn a turbine which
would generate electricity. Over the course of the scheme
the students made and tested a scale model of their
turbine. They also had to write a report that would be
read by engineering professionals,
evaluating their model and their
performance as a team.

Maths Challenge
Which of the following has the largest value?
A) 6 ÷ 1/2

B) 5 ÷ 1/3

C) 4 ÷ 1/4

Check your answer on page 23
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D) 3 ÷ 1/5

E) 2 ÷ 1/6

The students were all awarded a silver CREST award for
their project and report, reflecting 30 hours work and the
production of a working model and professional report. All
the members of the team worked very well together and
produced an excellent report. They were all a credit to the
College and should be very proud of themselves.
L Cheese

In March, the students went to
Nottingham Trent University and
presented their model and idea to
engineers. They had to create a
presentation and explain what they had
done and why. The students presented
very clearly and confidently, and
conferred all the hard work and effort
they all put into the project.
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project.
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Go4SET!
Year 9 students Sophie Mee-Bishop, Sam Hutchinson,
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Maths Challenge
Which of the following has the largest value?
A) 6 ÷ 1/2

B) 5 ÷ 1/3

C) 4 ÷ 1/4

Check your answer on page 23
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D) 3 ÷ 1/5

E) 2 ÷ 1/6

The students were all awarded a silver CREST award for
their project and report, reflecting 30 hours work and the
production of a working model and professional report. All
the members of the team worked very well together and
produced an excellent report. They were all a credit to the
College and should be very proud of themselves.
L Cheese

In March, the students went to
Nottingham Trent University and
presented their model and idea to
engineers. They had to create a
presentation and explain what they had
done and why. The students presented
very clearly and confidently, and
conferred all the hard work and effort
they all put into the project.
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News

Extra! Extra! Read All About It!
During Term 3, Year 7 was set an exciting challenge: to become professional reporters for the day. They had to create at
least six articles in groups of three or four on any topic, to develop a hot-off-the-press newspaper. This is how they got on:
On Thursday 18th February we went to the Information Centre in our groups at different times of the day. We participated in
Newspaper Day in order to learn to work collaboratively in a team and had an opportunity to write a newspaper just like the
professionals. We hoped that the whole of Year 7, the tutors and our parents and carers would read and review all the
newspapers. Each of the newspapers reached a very high standard and a great deal of hard work went in to their production.
The amount of preparation that was necessary was huge. The first drafts were checked by Post 16 students on the day for
any spelling corrections. There was excitement and tension in the air. Also in preparation in session time, to make the
experience close to a real newspaper room, our learning tutor, Miss Pearson, put a sign on the front of the learning base door
saying “Quiet please: Journalists at work!”
During and after Newspaper Day we learnt a lot. This included getting useful
information, working in a team, making the articles eye catching and having fun!
We also got closer as friends and learnt more about the English language and
how to use it correctly and effectively. Thank you to Mr Dobson, Miss Adams
and the Post 16 students who helped us on Newspaper Day and our English
tutors for helping us prepare in sessions.
The Year 7 reporters asked a few of the Year 7 students about
Newspaper Day.
Did you enjoy newspaper day?
Amna: “It was the best experience I’ve had yet.”
Chloe: “Of course, I really liked it.”
Victoria: “Yes, I loved it.”
Nabeel: “It was good fun.”
What stories did you write?
Holly: “I created an article about Haiti’s earthquake.”
Hasaan: “I wrote an article about the weather for the next few days.”
Bakhtawar: “I wrote a film review of Matilda”
Intrepid Reporters: Amy Hallford, Helena Thomas, Natasja Joyce,
Holly Aspinall, Emily Torry, Chloe Ottewell and Katherine Welsh, Year 7

News

Adventure And Exploration
The Duke of Edinburgh Award is all about navigation,
observation, team work and having a great time. You
need to have 100% dedication and commitment. We
meet up every Thursday in B6 and often we are
planning our next expedition!

work packing tents away, eating breakfast and getting
ready. It was easier because we were used to walking.
Even if we got lost a few times it was a great experience
and we are looking forward to our assessed expedition
this term.

Our first practice walk this year was to improve our
navigation. No one knew what to expect, so we were up
bright and early in College on a Saturday morning and
ready for anything. At the start we were a bit slow and
sluggish and we kept walking the wrong way, but nearer
the end we knew what to do and our navigation really
improved. The second practice walk was a lot easier
because we knew what to do and worked together really
well. Both walks were great fun with amazing views,
including a walk through the clouds along Stanage Edge!

Riman Kang, Year 9

On our first practice overnight walk we did quite well. It
was scary at first because we had our big backpacks and
didn’t realise how heavy they would be, but we got used
to it. When we finally arrived at the camp we were all tired
out. We set up our tents, cooked our pasta and went to
sleep. The next morning everyone woke up and got to

Gang Dangers
Early in June, Pauline Flough and Ben Meakin, Derby Police Officers, visited Year 9 RE sessions and delivered talks on
gang activity. The pair are from the Multi Agency Gangs Team. The Team delivers information to young people,
whether in gangs or not, concerning the problems and risks with being involved with gang activity. Pauline told the
learning groups about two sorts of gangs: one made up of groups of people displaying anti-social behaviour, and the
other containing members with possible access to firearms as well as the buying and selling of drugs. The second
group, known as criminal gangs, was the main topic of the presentation.
From watching the presentation it was obvious to many that there are a number of disadvantages of being within these
groups. These included possible criminal records and sentences in jail. Other
disadvantages of joining a gang included a lack of freedom,
and an increased threat of violence from the members of
other gangs. A number of true stories were told which
emphasised the violence associated with gangs.
The Multi Agency Gangs Team, which is working in
co-operation with with the Derby police, was founded
in April 2009 due to the heightened levels of gang
activity in Derby. Within Derby there are three main
criminal gangs. There are also smaller gangs causing
a problem with anti-social behaviour. The specific role
of the Multi Agency Gangs Team is to try to explain to
children and young adults the many different
problems that occur when being involved with gangs,
and we certainly learnt a lot from the presentation.
Ross Smith, David Hutchinson and Ryan Hill, Year 9
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Speed Demons

Extending
Horizons

Our Formula 1 in Schools Club (an engineering
extension activity) is all about using Pro Desktop and
working as a team to produce a Formula 1 Balsa car through the
CAD/CAM program that is used throughout all year groups. This year we
started with a piece of wood we call a billet and we have started transforming it
into a car.

Imagine the freedom of being
able to spend time on a project
of entirely your own choice, and getting
an AS Level for it too? That’s exactly what
Post 16 students at the College can do, with an exciting
new opportunity: the Extended Project Qualification.
Jenny Lin, Year 13, was our first pioneer. She was
researching South East Asia, in preparation for her
Cambridge University interview for Japanese, and decided
to research a period of Chinese history, and produce an oil
painting that would reflect the issues she had explored.
Jenny was a truly autonomous learner, and could exhibit all
of the learning habits required for undergraduate study. At
the end of the project, she gave an amazingly interesting
presentation on what she had discovered and learned
on her journey.

So far we have made two prototypes and started using them in a virtual wind tunnel to test the
aerodynamics of the car through simulation. We have also measured the wheels for the car and produced them on
Pro Desktop so we can attach them to our designs as this will affect the aerodynamics. We are aiming to make it
through the local competitions and we may make our way to the finals in America!
Now, twelve Year 12
students, inspired by
Jenny’s success, have taken on
the challenge of the EPQ. They have chosen to focus on
an impressive array of topics, such as the psychological
effects of colour, the best way of making a robotic arm and
the methods of searching for life on other planets.
What would you choose?
J Grant

Once Upon A Time
Once upon a time there was a class of Year 10 students
who had all read stories to their younger brothers or
sisters at some point, but had never realised how much
work went into those children’s books until now. First
they watched a video of Mrs Wright and Miss Noble
reading to their children to show the students how young
children engaged with storytelling. After looking at
examples and writing their own short stories, they then
got the opportunity to work with a professional illustrator.

Mrs Pilkington demonstrated how to lay out their stories in
an original and imaginative way, while also using colour
and patterns to make the stories more appealing. Some of

10

the students were able to create their own illustrations to
go with the stories. After taking these away and producing
a colour copy for the students, Mrs Pilkington returned a
couple of weeks later and carried out a workshop to show
them how to bind the pages of their book.
Finally, Mrs Wright brought her daughter, Jasmine in to an
English session to hear the stories read by the students.
Jasmine loved the stories, the colours and the illustrations
and everyone lived happily ever after!

Matthew Riley, Year 9

Who’s The King Of The Castle?
The outstanding quality of the castles and the sheer
number of entrants this year was staggering, which
made Mrs Coffey’s job of choosing a winner all the
more difficult. The Information Centre resembled a
map of medieval England with a network of castles
guarding every inch. However, after much
deliberation, this year’s competition was gallantly
won by George Deane–Robson who receives a
Landau Forte College knighthood. Arise, Sir George!
King William himself would have loved the majestic
square stone keep design and he would have found
the projectile deflecting concentric turrets
fascinating. Well done to all those took part!

Republic of Ireland. To make the base I used MDF
wood and I also used this for the walls and keep. I
used cardboard tubes to make the cone shaped roofs,
towers and the steps. I cut out the turrets using a hack
saw. The draw bridge was made of card board and
copper wire, which was also used to make the tree
trunks surrounded by paper mache and the leaves
were made using expanding window foam. Paper
mache was also used to form the surround of the keep.
Each night I painted the castle a different colour and
left it to dry over night. The finishing touches included
flags made of cocktail sticks and windows drawn using
a black marker pen.

I was so excited to take part in this year’s castle
competition and even more excited to win it. I designed
it using history books to find out what a Square Keep
Castle looks like. I modelled my design based on the
Tower of London and a castle in County Meath in the

When Mrs Coffey announced I was the winner I was
really proud of myself. It had taken 3 weeks to
complete and I am glad I decided to take part.
J Keene and George Deane-Robson, Year 7

Harriet Bartholomew and Jacob Walters, Year 10
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Tropical Fever
Exploding Eyeballs Of Fire
Science most definitely had the ‘wow’ factor this year with
all new extension activities for Year 7 and Year 8. Science
Wow was launched with approximately 30 students
attending each session. It is intended that these activities,
not usually delivered as part of the curriculum due to time
constraints, will further enthuse students.
Our first discovery of how much ‘wow’ you can have in a
Science laboratory was named Van De Great. The
students watched in awe as Mr Riley generated static
electricity with every Science tutor’s favourite piece of
equipment: the Van de Graaf generator, before using it to
explode a model hydrogen-filled Zeppelin and set fire to
various other things you can find lying around the
Science corridor including Dr Harris... Ouch!
The second instalment of scientific wow-ness was Eye
Spy with my Sheep’s Eye which attracted another fine
crop of young experimenters, enough to fill two
laboratories. The students learned some simple anatomy
and dissection techniques with a little bit of physics
thrown in for good measure. They were able to magnify
objects with the lens they removed from the eye. Nailah
Aziz and Isa Gul (Year 7) did a fine job of removing their
sheep eye lens - two budding surgeons for the future!

Non-Newtonian Fluids, Birds and the Bees and Catapult
Challenge continued to wow students, but the real fun
and excitement arrived with a bang when Fiery Fun with
the Flame Girls (Miss Barnes and Miss Fossett) set fire to
real money. They also made Jelly Babies scream in balls
of fire before sensibly standing back and handing over to
Mr Frost and Mr Thomas as they demonstrated the
thermal properties of custard powder. The smell of
singed hair lingered in the science corridor for quite
some time. The next time you see Mr Frost and Mr
Thomas, check out their eye brows!
More explosions were witnessed with Vicious Volcanoes,
a themed project in Term 4, where volcanoes were
constructed, decorated with the help of the Art team and
then exploded just before the unpronounceable
Icelandic volcano grounded flights across Europe. How
about that for scientific relevance?
This term, Science Wowers are enjoying a summer of fun
where we are looking at opportunities for science outside
of the laboratory.
N Harris

An Eggciting Visit
Key Stage 4 Science students returned to
Happy Hens, Etwall for the second year in a
row, where they studied different farming
techniques as part of their Applied Science
GCSE. Collecting eggs in the hen sheds and
the animal petting area were a great success
where the students showed their softer side.
Altogether it was an eggcellent opportunity!
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Is it a cat? A lemur? No, it’s a genet called
Skye; a member of the mongoose family from
Southern Africa, and just one of a number of
exotic animals that Steve Rowland of Tropical
Inc brought in to show the Year 7 students.
Skye was a great favourite with all the students
because of her beautiful colouring and
amazingly athletic leaps all around S10, which
was acting as a temporary zoo for the day.
Steve told the classes, and the Post 16 and
staff visitors, about how he rescued animals
that people had bought as pets but could no
longer look after and how he is given many
other animals by zoos to hand rear; animals he
then uses in his talks to explain to students
about the wildlife of our planet and how
different creatures are adapted to their habitats.

Other animal favourites were Timone the
meerkat, hand-reared by Steve but now
the leader of his own ‘mob’ of thirty
meerkats. An animal that also got lots of
‘aaahs’ was the baby coatimundi, just three
weeks old and looking a bit like a teddy bear
with a long tail. Baby the boa constrictor was
also admired by all the students and many
happily volunteered to hold her. When fully
grown she will be about 30 feet long – and too
heavy to bring on visits!
We said goodbye to Steve and the animals at
the end of a fascinating day – we can’t wait to
see what animals he brings next year.
C Parrish

Zooming Around The Zoo
Towards the end of Term 4, the whole of Year 7 went on a
science educational visit to Twycross Zoo. It turned out to
be one of the most successful visits we have made to the
zoo. It was great to see the fantastic changes that are
happening to some of the enclosures and the students
were thrilled to see the antics of the animals: the cheeky
chimps, the mischievous monkeys, the lazy leopard. It
seems that babies abound at Twycross at the moment.
There were adorable meerkat kittens, a tiny elephant and
several baby monkeys. The students also got up close
and personal to many of the smaller animals through
an interactive talk in a zoo classroom and an
amazing journey through the tropical house where
monkeys, bats, birds and sloths roamed freely.

wild cat and Lucas Taylor’s shot of a pair of Humboldt
penguins. Well done to everyone who entered, but a
special mention to these two who win a voucher each.
P Riley

The students were asked to take photographs of
the animals throughout the zoo and we held a
photographic competition to select the best one.
The standard of entries was so high, we had
difficulty in deciding an overall winner and so in
the end we went for joint winners. Their entries
are shown: Victoria Taylor’s shot of a Scottish
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The students were asked to take photographs of
the animals throughout the zoo and we held a
photographic competition to select the best one.
The standard of entries was so high, we had
difficulty in deciding an overall winner and so in
the end we went for joint winners. Their entries
are shown: Victoria Taylor’s shot of a Scottish
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Curriculum

Arts

Design Opportunities
Year 10 students have the opportunity to undertake two
weeks’ work experience. This year, several students
managed to obtain work placements in Art related
companies. Here they discuss their experiences and
show how valuable a work placement experience is:

Chinese
Culture Club
During April, I organised 4 weeks of Chinese extension
club including paper cutting, paper folding, calligraphy
and cooking. I’m very glad to see many students are
very interested in Chinese culture.

all succeeded in making pretty roses. I was also very
impressed by their creativity. In the paper cutting class,
one of the students even designed a Chinese character
cutting which looked really beautiful and complicated.

Sometimes people may think Chinese culture is very
complicated, but for me I think every form of art has
something in common and focus and patience are
needed to appreciate them. In the paper folding class,
we made frogs, foxes and even the roses which I had
thought to be too difficult for them, but they paid attention
and also followed the steps very carefully, and at last they

In Chinese club I did lots of activities: origami, paper
cutting, calligraphy and food technology. Mostly I enjoyed
food technology because we made Chinese food and
then took it home. Also I enjoyed calligraphy: we were
writing in Chinese language with a special ink and brush.
Zhang L and Jelizaveta Saratova, Year 7

Try Being A Flight
Attendant For The Day!
In the Year 8 Enhancement class, we had to
organise and run a travel agents for a day called
Cambarry States. We had to organise a holiday to
Shanghai for two people with a budget of £2000 to
get them to and from Heathrow to Shanghai, hotel,
day trips, food, and transport. Luckily we managed
to pull it off!

Green Door Printmaking Studio is Derby's only open
access artist studio dedicated to the art and craft of
innovative and environmentally safer printmaking. Green
Door offers personal courses in many printmaking
techniques and has facilities for printmakers, students and
adults interested in printmaking to use. If you would like to
use this, see their website for more information:
http://www.greendoor-printmaking.co.uk.
My experience at Green Door Printmaking Studio was
great. I met many new people of all ages who were very
interesting who shared their experiences in art and showed
me their art works. The people I worked with during the
week were extremely supportive, in anything that I was
working on. They showed me different techniques in
printing and also how to refine and improve my monoprinting. I didn’t just work inside the studios; I also had an
experience of watching professionals putting up some
great art pieces, preparing for an exhibition.
Green Door Printmaking Studio has opened up many
opportunities for me. I am now able to visit the studios to
work on art with expert advice and specialised materials. I
will still be in contact with many new interesting people that
share the same passion as I do. Thank you Green Door.

My work placement at the Royal Crown Derby Porcelain
Company was a real smash. The company employs about
200 people and manufactures English Fine Bone China at
its factory on Osmaston Road in Derby, producing bone
china tableware, giftware and collectables. I experienced
various activities including gilding, burnishing, hand
painting and packaging. I enjoyed hand painting as it was
interesting and I think I made a good design. I found the
burnishing somewhat repetitive. Below is a picture of a
plate I designed and made on my placement.
Makhan Johal, Year 10: Royal Crown Derby
For my work placement I went to a company called Bloc
Graphics Ltd. Bloc is a small company that designs 3D
digital images and animations for different customers. The
main company that Bloc sell these models and animations
to is Rolls Royce. The models have to be perfect and they
have to meet Rolls Royce’s standards. Bloc is privately
owned by two people, one of whom is my Uncle. I carried
out a range of different tasks including making a website
and importing and exporting different 3D models into
different programs. While I was on my work placement I
acquired lots of new skills on the computer, including
programming, creating websites and dealing with
complicated coding.
Bryce Finnegan, Year 10: Bloc Graphics Ltd

Jack Sutton, Year 10: Green Door Printing Studios

We loved learning about the Chinese culture. It was
very interesting, educational and fun, which we think
is a great way to learn. On the day of the
presentations we think we were fantastic: here is the
photo to prove it!
Erin Barry and Amara Campbell, Year 8

The class had approximately ten sessions to put
together their presentation with all the information
involved. We could even dress up if we wanted to
and convince the people around the College that we
were real Flight Attendants.
Also, Miss Zhang came in to our sessions to teach
us some Chinese. In those sessions we did paper
folding, Chinese calligraphy, Chinese horoscopes
and learnt about Shanghai. After College she also
taught us some Chinese cooking. Miss Zhang was a
great help to everybody in the class; she really
helped us with our presentations! Miss Pearson was
also brilliant when preparing the presentations.
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Arts

Art-chievement!
Winner of the ‘Doodle for Google’ Competition: Arjun Kooner, Year 9
To coincide with the World Cup, Google launched a competition to design the
homepage with the theme “I love football”. We opened this up to Year 9 as it fitted in
well with their current ‘reduce, reuse and recycle’ unit. The top three entries have been
sent off to Google with a chance of being selected to feature on the search engine.
Runners up were Daniel Woolley and Katie Spence, and overall winner was Arjun Kooner.
Well done to all who took part! G Maidment
Winner of the T-Shirt Fashion Design Competition: Victoria Taylor, Year 7
The standard of entries in the competition was really high and all entrants’ designs were commended by NTU. I look forward
to seeing the work of our budding designers at Fashion shows to come! Well done to Victoria for her winning design and to
all of our entrants at Landau Forte College. Anyone wishing to read more about the show can visit http://www.ntu.ac.uk and
type’ 20ten fashion’ into search bar. Further design talent from Derby University can be seen at
http://www.derby.ac.uk/fashion-show. S Wright
“My name is Victoria Taylor and recently, I entered a T-Shirt competition from Nottingham Trent University. The winning design
was used to advertise the end of year show for Nottingham Trent Fashion and Knitwear students. I was so surprised to be
selected as one the winners, as the other entrants' designs looked really good! For my prize, I was lucky enough to win VIP
tickets to the show and a T-Shirt printed with my design I had a great time at the show and recommend
anyone else interested in art and design to go to a fashion show!”
Winner of the Fox Graphics Live Brief Competition:
Charlotte Hallas and Ali Afzal, Year 12
During Term 4, the Year 12 Product Design group had a chance to work with the
company Fox Graphics. We were paired up with the BTEC Art students to market
our easy assemble furniture. With the help of Fox Graphics we were able to market
our prototypes to them in a ten minute long presentation. The winners were AS
Product Designer Ali Afzal and BTEC Artist Charlotte Hallas, together making the
brand name Vermillion. The pair made a fantastic team, giving a brilliant presentation,
accompanied with a brochure on the Vermillion table. I thoroughly enjoyed the
process working with my partner, Luke Jephson, and confidently selling my product.
This project has encouraged my future prospects as a Designer.”
Sarah Morley, Year 12
Winner of the Ward Hendry Regional Photography Competition:
Jon McGovern, Year 12
When I was told about the Ward Hendry Photography competition I thought I might as
well have a go, and I’m glad I did. I created five photos around College including
subjects such as a Photography art session and the Year 7 Castle Competition, and
ended up becoming the North regional winner. On top of that, I was awarded an
Olympus ‘tough’ digital camera and I’ve been invited to the Academies Conference in
London where the National Winner will be announced at an awards ceremony. I could
win a lot of equipment for the College if I were chosen, but either way I’ve had a great
time and I’ve also got some valuable experience.

16

Artistic Extension
In Term 4, Michael Harris came in to run the Andy Warhol Workshop! We all
created our own interpretations of his Marilyn Monroe printing. First we were
shown a slide show of his work including his cola bottles, Elvis, Campbell
soup prints, and his one million dollar print!
Then we took each others’ photographs digitally so they could be loaded onto
the computers. We edited them and changed the background colours, to make
our own Andy Warhol style printings using Adobe Photoshop. This all
happened in three weeks. On the last week we all saved our pictures ready to
be printed. We all learnt new skills from working on Adobe Photoshop. All of us
in Art Club had a great time and our pictures came out looking FANTASTIC!
Siabhan Hanrahan and Bethany Hill, Year 7
For Trade Fair, there was a unique art and music performance with guest
djembe drummer, Adam Gallagher. A group of Year 8 students put together
in harmony African drum rhythms and sounds with visual mediums including
painting with sticks, brushes and sponges and drawing abstract shapes with
graphite. The performance was a huge success: well done to all the
drummers and artists involved!
L Wahid
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Liberation Day

A Giant Night Of Drama!
Take a load of talented Landau Forte College students;
give them tons of drama to perform on an evening (with
some of the plays concerning giants) and you really do
get A Giant Night of Drama!
The colossal evening was kicked off by the Junior Drama
Group performing their take on Oscar Wilde’s ‘The Selfish
Giant’. Directed by Post 16 students Frances Martin and
Charlotte Hallas, the young performers engagingly took
the audience on the giant’s journey. Each narrated parts
with clarity and meaning, using their voices to fit the mood
of the ever-changing story, while they physically brought
the tale to life and even successfully created the scenery
and the seasons as the story progressed.
This was followed by the Senior Drama Group’s
production ‘Rainbow’s Ending’, which tested the
performers’ skills in physical theatre, creating giants and
the changing landscapes from banana trees and city
blocks, to fish bobbing in a river! The dramatic moment
of Rainbow and friends entering the mouth of the giant
concluded the first half of the evening, and the audience
eagerly returned to see what could possibly happen next:
they were not disappointed. The performers continued to
conjure up their story, which was certainly aided by the
dramatic lighting designed by Cherrelle Barley. The gentle
humming of ‘Somewhere over the Rainbow’ as the
surviving characters walked out to view their destiny
captured the final moment perfectly, echoing the
sentiment of man’s destructive power over the earth.

18

The evening came to a climax with the Year 13 Performing
Arts students’ production of Bertolt Brecht’s ‘The
Caucasian Chalk Circle’; a piece created for their A Level
course. The standard they achieved during their
performance was spell-binding! It was obvious just how
much these young adults have learnt about stage craft
during their time here, with some audience members even
claiming the play looked more like a professional theatre
company than A Level students. Because of the very
topical range of political and social messages within ‘The
Caucasian Chalk Circle,’ the Year 13s performed the
piece in a series of Gatherings for all students at Landau
Forte College.
So A Giant Night of Drama really was just that! Well
done to all the Year 10 and 11 students who organised
Box Office and Front of House, as well as all the
performers, directors and technicians – it was a night that
certainly showed off the range of talent we have at Landau
Forte College.
Finally, good luck to all the Year 13 Performing Arts
students, who have now left us, taking their talents further
into the world of Performing Arts!
A Wrampling

Our Post 16 Performing Arts students, with
help from members of the Youth Theatre,
entertained hundreds of senior citizens at
this year’s Liberation Day at The Assembly
Rooms on the 6th May. In a specially
devised theatre production, our young
people explored, in a provocative but
amusing way, the perceptions that young
people and senior citizens have of each
other. With song and dance punctuating the
slapstick and physical theatre we followed
the exploits of a hooligan pack of pensioners
on a day trip to the sea side.
The performance was so well received on the
main stage of The Assembly Rooms that we
were asked to repeat the show in the Darwin
Suite for those that had missed the
performance which also allowed the Liberation
Day organisers to record it. Well done to all.
You made the world a better place to be!
A Coffey

Musical Success!
Well done to the students who passed
their recent instrumental Associated
Board and Trinity music exams!
Pictured are Chris Gainey,
Daniel Woolley, James
Wallace, Leah Morgan, Jade
Scott and Joanna Wallace.
Also congratulations to
Jake Bland, Freddie
Newberry, Frances
Middleton, Evie Watson,
Kayleigh Hardy and
Eleanor Moss.
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Interdivisional
Sports Competition
Sports News
Dance Leader and Sports Leader Success
During Year 10, our female students undertake a course in Leadership through Dance. The second sets of visits
were carried out this term which has lead to all groups successfully completing the course. During the visits to
Village Primary School and Derwent Primary School, students had to plan, deliver and lead a series of tasks and
devise a dance that would motivate both boys and girls.
During Year 11, our students have the opportunity to further develop their leadership qualities through the delivery of the
Sports Leaders Award. It culminates with the girls leading primary school children through fitness circuits which they have
planned and devised themselves and the boys delivering a 7-a-side football tournament for our Year 7 students.

Over 300 students and over 30 staff were involved in the first Interdivisional football competition during
extension time in Term 3. It was a great success due to the hard work from the PE team, Post 16 Captains and
Manager, and support of students and staff.
Yet again, high numbers of staff and students competed in the basketball and netball interdivisional competitions
during Term 4 to earn credits for themselves, their tutor base, and their division. The activities for this term are
cricket and rounders: watch this space!
The results so far:

Football Winners

Basketball / Netball Winners

Year

Boys

Girls

Year

Boys

Girls

7

Forte 1

Forte

7

Landau

Forte

8

Forte 2

Forte 2

8

Landau 1

Landau 1

Rounders
The Year 7 and 8 Rounders team made a promising start with their rounders fixtures, beating Noel Baker in their
opening match off the season. Through commitment to extension activities and a positive response within sessions
we have some key players who are performing exceptionally well. Meanwhile, the Year 9 Rounders team is growing
from strength to strength.

9

Forte 2

Forte 2

9

Landau

Landau 1

10

Landau 2

Forte

10

Forte 2

11

Landau 1

Forte

11

Forte

Landau

P16

Landau 2

Landau

P16

Forte

Landau 2

Cycling
The Year 7 boys experienced their module on cycling in Term 1 and the girls have now completed their course over
last term. There was an excellent response from the students who faced personal challenges with specific activities
and overcame them with confidence. Following on from this opportunity, Caitlin Burton raced at one of the events for
Cycle Derby and did very well despite tough competition and a tough course.

STAFF

Forte

Forte

STAFF

Forte

Forte

This year, 14 Post 16 students opted to complete the Level 2 Award in Community Sports Leadership. All students
were successful in their training and have been volunteering in the community to complete the course.

Tennis
Tennis extension began this term with the majority of
participants from Key Stage 3. The Tennis fixtures will
be underway very soon where Year 8 boys will be
competing against Tupton Hall as part of the
Aegon Team Tennis Schools Tournament. We
wish them luck.
Boys’ Football
All of our football squads have finished the
season on a positive note. Many of the
teams finished mid-table in their respective
leagues. Our Year 8 team narrowly missed
out on promotion and finished in third
place in their league. Well done!
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This year, 14 Post 16 students opted to complete the Level 2 Award in Community Sports Leadership. All students
were successful in their training and have been volunteering in the community to complete the course.

Tennis
Tennis extension began this term with the majority of
participants from Key Stage 3. The Tennis fixtures will
be underway very soon where Year 8 boys will be
competing against Tupton Hall as part of the
Aegon Team Tennis Schools Tournament. We
wish them luck.
Boys’ Football
All of our football squads have finished the
season on a positive note. Many of the
teams finished mid-table in their respective
leagues. Our Year 8 team narrowly missed
out on promotion and finished in third
place in their league. Well done!
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Credit Crunch
As well as competing to win the individual games and matches, students also earn credits for their division through
taking part. Therefore, the team who wins the most games or matches may not gain the most credits: get out there, take
part and support your division!

EXTENDED SERVICES
ACTIVITIES HELD AT

Credits

LANDAU FORTE COLLEGE

Division

Football

Basketball/Netball

Total

Landau 1

72

108

180

Landau 2

127

58

185

Forte 1

138

54

192

Forte 2

111

73

184

A Dramatic Final
On Saturday 15th May, I was invited to the Netball
Superleague Grand Final, to help out as a volunteer, at Trent
FM arena in Nottingham. The final was between Team Bath
and Hertfordshire Mavericks, both strong contenders.
Before the match we were taken to view the players' dressing
rooms where lunch was provided. For the first two quarters of
the game I was selling programmes: the enthusiasm
amongst the spectators was overwhelming because both
teams’ supporters believed their team was going to win. After
selling programmes we were able to go and watch what we
had been told would be a very exciting game.
As I entered the arena the atmosphere was electric: even
though the arena was not full, the amount of noise and
support was incredible. The score was 22 – 21 to Team Bath,
so the game was wide open. The third quarter was closely
fought ending 36 – 33 to Team Bath. The final quarter was
well played by both teams but Team Bath took the score to
51 – 44 winning the Superleague Grand Final trophy.

Day

Time

Venue

Activity

Age
Group

Admission
fee

Booking

Monday
2 August

10.00am 1pm

Landau Forte
College, Fox Street

DCFC in the
Community Football

11-13

£1.50
per child

Places must be
booked by phone
prior to the session

Tuesday
3 August

10.00am 1pm

Landau Forte
College, Fox Street

Contemporary
Dance: DEDA

11-13

£1.50
per child

Places must be
booked by phone
prior to the session

Wednesday 10.00am -

Contemporary
Dance: DEDA

14-16

£1.50
per child

Places must be
booked by phone
prior to the session

11-13

£1.50
per child

Places must be
booked by phone
prior to the session

4 August

1pm

Landau Forte
College, Fox Street

Thursday
5 August

10.00am 1pm

Landau Forte
College, Fox Street

Basketball: Mark Wood-

Monday
9 August

10.00am 1pm

Landau Forte
College, Fox Street

DCFC in the
Community Football

11-13

£1.50
per child

Places must be
booked by phone
prior to the session

Tuesday
10 August

10.00am 1pm

Landau Forte
College, Fox Street

Contemporary
Dance: DEDA

11-13

£1.50
per child

Places must be
booked by phone
prior to the session

Wednesday 10.00am -

Contemporary
Dance: DEDA

14-16

£1.50
per child

Places must be
booked by phone
prior to the session

Basketball: Mark Wood-

13-15

£1.50
per child

Places must be
booked by phone
prior to the session

11 August

1pm

Landau Forte
College, Fox Street

Thursday
12 August

10.00am 1pm

Landau Forte
College, Fox Street

house, Derby Trailblazers

house, Derby Trailblazers

After the game, we were able to go back behind the
scenes where we saw Team Bath celebrating with
champagne and being interviewed by Sky news in
their changing room. After a very exciting day, we
were thanked for all out work, and sent home
with some great memories.

Book Early as there are limited spaces. £3 per child if not booked beforehand. Subject to availability.

Kelly-Ann Hutchinson, Year 12

For further information, please pick up a form from Landau Forte College reception.

FOR MORE INFORMATION go to www.landau-forte.org.uk
TO BOOK ACTIVITIES please call 01332 716299 or email tessa.dearmer@derby.gov.uk
PLACES MUST BE BOOKED BY PHONE before 21 July 2010

Please w
ear
comforta
ble
clothes, tr
ainers
and bring
a drink
and snac
k.

Answer to the Maths Challenge: C (A=12, B=15, C=16, D =15, E =12)
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Why not consider booking one of the best
multi-purpose venues in Derby:

LANDAU FORTE COLLEGE

Landau Forte College?
• We have Presentation and Conference
facilities with cutting edge technology as
standard. A full Catering Service is
available.
• Our Theatre has a state-of-the-art lighting
system with seating for up to 258 people.
All seats have an uninterrupted view of the
Stage, Performance Area or Lectern.
Catering is available with a choice to suit
most budgets and we have a fully licensed
bar.
• A Party Room for your special celebration is
available.
• Both Indoor and Outdoor Sports facilities
are available evenings and weekends in
term-time and day-time outside of term.
• Multi Purpose rooms for varied activities are
available, for example business training,
yoga, or wine-tasting.
• Meeting Rooms can also be booked.

Are we now looking likely to meet your one-off or regular requirements?
Our rates are surprisingly reassuring. Please visit www.landau-forte.org.uk/facilities to find out more. If
you would like to discuss how we may be able to meet your current or future needs, without obligation,
please contact Ruth Sokolowskyj on 01332 204040 or email sokolowskyj@landau-forte.org.uk.

Editor:
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E Coffey
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